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1. INTRODUCTION
In the early eighties of last century Haff (1981, 1982) published seminal work on what I
recently proposed to call the matrix Haffian. See Neudecker (2000b). Haff applied this
matrix to various multivariate problems involving central Wishart variates. Relevant is
a differentiable square matrix function F X, shortly F, which depends on a symmetric
matrix X . Both matrices have the same dimension.
A strategic roˆle is being played by a square matrix∇ d i j of operators di j : 12  1δi j
∂
∂xi j , where δi j is the Kronecker delta  δii  1 δi j  0 when i   j). Haff used the symbol
D, not ∇. The matrix ∇ applied to F yields the matrix Haffian ∇F . In parallel work on
the kindred scalar Haffian I proposed to use the symbol ∇ (Neudecker, 2000a) in order
to avoid confusion with the so-called duplication matrix which naturally cropped up in
that context. Neudecker (2000b) presented a link between ∇F and dF, the differential
of F .
Haff (1981) gave a fundamental identity based on the matrix Haffian involving a diffe-
rentiable, not necessarily square, matrix function whose argument was a central Wishart
variate. This Fundamental Identity (FI) was used to find expected values of occasion-
ally complicated functions of a central Wishart variate. See also Haff (1982) for further
results.
In the present paper we shall revisit Haff’s seminal oeuvres, review some of his results,
and give new derivations using the link between ∇F and dF .
We shall also consider other applications, drawing heavily on work by Legault-Gigue`re
(1974), Gigue`re & Styan (1978) and Styan (1989).
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL IDENTITY
Haff (1981, Section 2, (4)) presents the following Fundamental Identity (FI) which
holds under mild conditions on the input matrix, viz






with S Wm Σ n, n  m 1 and Fi : Fi S  i  1 2. As usual   is the expectation
operator.
In Haff’s presentation F1 F2 is of dimension pm  mq. We shall have p  q  m,
hence F1, F2, S and ∇ are all square of dimension m. This will do for our purposes.
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3. THE LINK BETWEEN ∇F AND dF
In Neudecker (2000b) the following theorem was proved.
Theorem 1
For the differentiable matrix function F X of symmetric X:





where dF and dX are differentials of F and X.
In the sections to follow we shall apply Haff’s FI and our Theorem 1 to a wide collection
of matrix functions of a central Wishart variate. We shall therefore use S instead of X to
denote the argument matrix. See Magnus and Neudecker (1999) on matrix differentials.
4. APPLICATIONS I
In this section we reconsider results given by Haff (1981). We shall occasionally use
partitioned matrix Haffians. These were also developed by Haff (1981, Section 2). For
a survey see the Appendix of this paper.
Theorem 2
 S112   nm2Σ112 and  S122 S21  Σ
1
22 Σ21 




 m1m1 is the dimension of S11,
and m2 : mm1.
Σ112 is defined accordingly.
Proof




















Further S221 and Σ1 are expressed analogously to S112 and S1.
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Haff’s FI in partitioned form yields two equations, viz
(i) Σ1112 S112   m1 1Im1  nm1Im1
























 Σ112ik  Σ112 jl  Σ112 jk  Σ112il

 
where  S112i j is the i jth element of S112. Further C  denotes the covariance.
Proof
Take F1  Im and F2 
 S112E jkS112Eli 0
0 0

, with E jk being the jkth basis matrix
of dimension m1m1. Haff’s FI in partitioned form yields two equations of which we
need only one, viz
Σ1112 S112E jkS112Eli  2 ∇11S112E jkS112Eli
  nm1 E jkS112Eli
From Corollary 5(1) of the Appendix emerges that
2∇11S112E jkS112Eli   m1 1 S112klE ji  S112 jlEki
  S112k jEli
Taking expectations and using Theorem 2 (first part) yields
 S112E jkS112Eli   m1 1 nm2 Σ112kl Σ112E ji
  nm2 Σ112 jl Σ112Eki  nm2 Σ112k jΣ112Eli
  nm1 nm2 Σ112kl Σ112E ji 
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and finally after taking the trace
  S112i j S112kl   nm22  Σ112i j  Σ112kl 
  nm2

 Σ112ik  Σ112 jl  Σ112 jk  Σ112il









  nm211  Σ112i j Σ
1
22  























Hence  S1F2   

0 Ei jS12S122































We then get the following two equations:
(i)  Σ1112S112Ei jS12S122  2 ∇11S112Ei jS12S122 
  nm1 Ei jS12S122  
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(ii)  Σ122 Σ21Σ1112S112Ei jS12S122  2 ∇21S112Ei jS12S122 
  nm1 S122 S21Ei jS12S
1
22 
From (i) we derive
 S112Ei jS12S122   nm2Σ112Ei jΣ12Σ
1
22
by Lemma 1 (1) of the Appendix and Theorem 2 (second part).
Insertion in (ii) leads to
(iii)  nm2Σ122 Σ21Ei jΣ12Σ122 
2 ∇21S112Ei jS12S122   nm1 S122 S21Ei jS12S122 







 m1 1S122 S21Ei jS12S
1
22 
In fact we applied Corollaries 4 (4) and 2(3) of the Appendix to split ∇ 21S112Ei jS12S122
into two portions.
Hence 2 ∇21S112Ei jS12S122    S112i jS122 







 m1 1 S122 S21Ei jS12S
1
22  
by Corollary 7 of the Appendix and Theorem 6 in Section 5.












from which the result follows immediately.
 
This completes Section 4.
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5. APPLICATIONS II
In this section we shall consider results presented by various authors (including Haff),
occasionally using different methods. We shall derive them by using matrix Haffians as
advocated by us.
We shall start with some easy often well-known examples to exhibit the powerfulness




Take F1  Im F2  S in the Fundamental Identity.
Clearly dS  Im dSIm, hence∇S  12  m1Im by Theorem 1. Then by the FI: Σ1S 









where A is a constant matrix.
Proof
Take F1  Im and F2  SAS. Hence by the FI: Σ1 SAS   m  1A S  A S 
1
2  trA SIm  nm1Im nm1A S n
2AΣnAΣ 12 n trAΣIm
We applied dSAS Im dSASSA dSIm, hence∇SAS 12  m1AS 12 AS 12  trASIm.




(1)  S2  n n1Σ2n trΣΣ.
(2)   SS  n2 ΣΣnKmm ΣΣn vecΣ vecΣ.
(3)   SS  n n1ΣΣΣd1m1mΣd .
Proof




where Kmm is a commutation matrix.
This equality holds for any A. We prove (3) by using the relation SS W m SSWm,
and the equalities KmmWm  Wm and W mvecΣ  Σd1m, where Σd is a diagonal matrix
displaying the diagonal of Σ and 1m is a column vector consisting of m ones.
For these and other properties of the Hadamard product see, e.g. Neudecker, Liu and
Polasek (1995).
Theorem 9
 SAS1  n nm11ΣAΣ1  nm11A  nm11 trAIm
Proof
Take F1  SA and F2  Im. Hence by the FI  SAΣ1  2  ∇AS nm1 SAS1,
which yields nΣAΣ1  A trAIm  nm1 SAS1. We used dAS  A dSIm
hence ∇AS  12 A 12  trAIm.
 
Corollary 10
 S1AS  n nm11Σ1AΣ  nm11A  nm11 trAIm
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Proof
Transpose the result of Theorem 9 and replace A  by A (A by A).
 
Corollary 11
(1)   SS1 n nm11ΣΣ1 nm11Kmm nm11 vecIm vec Im.
(2)   SS1  n nm11ΣΣ1  nm11Im  nm111m1m.
Proof
As before. Use W mWm  Im.
 
Theorem 12
(1)  si jS  n2σi jΣnΣ Ei j E jiΣ
(2)  si jS1  n nm11σi jΣ1  nm11 Ei j E ji
(3)  si jS  n nm11σi jΣ  nm11 Ei j E ji






(1) Premultiply in Corollary 8 (2) the expression   S S by e i Im and postmultiply
by e j Im. Use  ei ImKmm  Im ei,  ei ImvecΣ Σei and Σei ejΣ ΣEi jΣ.
(2) Subject Corollary 11 (1) to the same treatment.
(3) Follows from (2) immediately.
 
Corollary 13
(1)   trASS  n2 trAΣΣnΣ AAΣ
(2)   trASS1  n nm11 trAΣΣ1  nm11 AA





ai j si j ∑
i j
ai jEi j  A.
 
Finding   trAS1S1 is not so easy. We need this for getting  S1AS1.
We shall accomplish this in stages.
Theorem 14
For Σ Im :
  trS1S1   nm1 nm11 nm31m nm22Im
Proof
We apply the FI with F1  Im and F2  AS1.
We then get by employing Theorem 1:
 nm11A  S1AS1  trAS1S1  nm1 S1AS1
Expected values of the expressions  sii2  siisi j , siis j j, siis jk,  si j2, si jsik and si jskl have
to be determined, where i  j k and l are distinct.
This will be done by choosing appropriate values of A.
(i) A  Eii yields the equation
 nm11Eii  S1EiiS1 siiS1  nm1 S1EiiS1
Pre(post)multiplication by ei ei ei e j, ej e j and ek el yields
  sii2   nm11 nm31
 siisi j  0
  si j2   nm21 siis j j(1)
 siksil   nm21 siiskl(2)
(ii) A  Ei j leads to the equation
 nm11Ei j  S1E jiS1 si jS1  nm1 S1Ei jS1
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which in combination with (1) gives
  si j2   nm1 nm11 nm31 
 siis j j   nm1 nm11 nm2 nm31





which in combination with (2) gives
 siiskl   siksil  0
Finally, pre(post)multiplication by e k el leads to
 s jksil  si jskl   nm1 siks jl
which implies
 si jskl  0 
as all these terms are identical.
We conclude that
 siiS1  d1Im 2d2Eii



















































Having found   trAS1S1 with Σ  Im we can finally determine   trAS1S1 for
scale parameter Σ   Im.
Theorem 16








When S Wm Σ n then ˜S 	 Σ
1
2 SΣ 12 Wm Im n.













  by Theorem 15.
 
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Having obtained this result we now present
Theorem 17
















Applying the FI we get
Σ1 AS1  S1AS1  trAS1S1  nm1 S1AS1






The first equation we rewrite as
 nm1 S1AS1   nm11Σ1AΣ1 d2Σ1 AAΣ1









which proves the theorem as d1   nm2d2.
 
Corollary 18
(1)   S1S1  d1Σ1Σ1 d2Kmm Σ1Σ1
 d2 vecΣ1 vecΣ1
(2)   S1S1   d1 d2Σ1Σ1 d2 Σ1d1m1m Σ1d 
(3)  S2   d1 d2Σ2 d2 trΣ1Σ1 
with d1 :  nm1 nm11 nm2 nm31
d2 :  nm1 nm11 nm31  hence









Take F1  Im and F2  SASBS. The FI yields the equality
Σ1 SASBS  2 ∇SASBS nm1 ASBS
It is easy to see that
2∇SASBS nm1ASBS  nASBSA SBS
 BSAS trASBS trASBSIm
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We used Theorems 1 and 7, and Corollary 13 (1). Premultiplication by Σ and some
rearranging yields the result.
 
Corollary 20
(1)  SAS2  n Σ nAA trAΣImΣ  n1Σ trΣIm
n n1 trAΣ2ΣnΣ2 n1A2AΣ
(2)  S2AS  n  n1Σ trΣImΣ  nAAΣ trAΣIm
n n1 trAΣ2ΣnΣ  n1A2AΣ2













(5)   SS2  n n2 3n4ΣΣ2n n1 trΣΣΣ
n trΣΣd1m1mΣd n n1Σd1m1mΣ2d n n1Σ2d1m1mΣd 
Proof
(1) Replace B by Im in Theorem 19.
(2) Replace A by Im and B by A in Theorem 19 or transpose Corollary 20 (1) and
interchange A and A in the result.
(3) Replace A by Im in Corollary 20 (1) or (2).
(4) Vectorize Corollary 20 (2) and omit vecA. This goes as follows. Vectorization of
the LHS expression leads to   SS2vecA.
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We then cancel vecA.
(5) Follows from (4) immediately, see e.g. Corollary 8 (3).
 
Theorem 21


















n n1 ΣE jiΣ2 Σ2E jiΣn trΣΣE jiΣn n1Σ2Ei jΣ
n trΣΣEi jΣ2nσi jΣ2
Proof
(1) Premultiply in Corollary 20 (4) the expression  SS 2 by eiIm and postmultiply
by e j Im. Use Kmm ei Im  Im ei and ab  ba.
(2) Pre(post)multiply in Corollary 20 (4) the expression   SS 2 by Imei  Ime j.
Use ab  ab.
 
Corollary 22


















ai j si j and∑
i j
ai j Ei j  A.
 
This has brought us to the end of the article. We want to mention that Theorem 6
and Corollary 18 (3) have been given by Haff (1982). Legault-Gigue`re (1974) derived
Theorems 5, 6, 7, 9, 15, 17 and Corollary 18 (3) in a completely different way.
For Theorems 5, 6, 7, 17 (for Σ I) see also Gigue`re and Styan (1978).
Corollary 10 and Theorems 9 and 17 can also be found in Styan (1989).
For completely different proofs of Theorem 7 see Ghazal and Neudecker (2000) and
Neudecker (2000c).
Corollaries 8(1) and 20(3) have been established by de Waal and Nel (1973) using a
different method.
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Occasionally we meet with lower-dimensional (not necessarily square) matrix functions
of a symmetric matrix X .




22 X21 and X112 E jk X112Eli, where E jk







The submatrices X11 and X12 are usually of dimension m1m1 and m2m2 respectively
with m1 m2  m.
The application of the Fundamental Identity and of Theorem 1 is then not clear-cut. It
is obvious that X111 depends on X11, X112 depends on X11 X12 and X22 (with X12  X 21)
etc.
We can immediately find ∇11X111  ∇11X112 and ∇11X112E jkX112Eli (when Eli is squa-
re), because operator and operand have equal dimensions in all these cases, viz. m 1
m1.
Finding e.g. ∇12PX112Q, ∇22PX112Q and ∇21PX112Q (where the generic constant
matrices P and Q have such dimensions that operators and operands fit and the products
are square) is not trivial.
The application of the FI and of Theorem 1 will be greatly facilitated by partitioning of






As ∇ is symmetric, the off-diagonal block matrices ∇12 and∇21 satisfy ∇21 ∇12. The






 i  j  1      m
Haff (1981, Lemma 3) presented a collection of useful results on partitioned Haffians.
We shall summarize these, in a streamlined and sometimes generalized form. The
proofs will be very similar to those of Haff’s Lemma 3.
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Lemma 1




2. ∇12PX12Q  12PQ
3. ∇12PX21Q  12 trPQ 
where P and Q are generic constant matrices.
Proof
















































∇12PX21Q  12  trPQ
 
Corollary 2




2. ∇21PX21Q  12PQ
3. ∇21PX12Q  12 trPQ
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Proof





















We shall now consider some special results.
Corollary 3


















































1. Consider dPX111 Q  P dX111 Q PX111  dX11X111 Q.
Replace then P by PX111 and Q by X111 Q in Lemma 1 (1).
2. Replace Q by X122 Q in Lemma 1 (2).
3. Replace Q by X111 Q in Lemma 1 (3).
4. Replace P by PX21 in 1 of this corollary.
5. Replace P by PX122 in Lemma 1 (3).
6. Replace P by PX111 in Lemma 1 (2).
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7. Replace ∇11 by ∇22  X111 by X122 and Q by X21Q in 1 of this corollary.
 
Note. Haff’s Lemma 3 (e) is a special case of 5 in this corollary.
Corollary 4




























1. As only X11 varies this result equals that of Lemma 1 (1).
2. This follows from Lemma 1 (2 & 3 combined).
The reason is that now dX112  dX12X122 X21X12X
1
22 dX21. Hence we replace
Q byX122 X21Q in 2 and P by PX12X122 in 3 and add the resulting two expressions
together.
3. This follows from Corollary 2 (1). Now





Hence we replace P by PX12X122 and Q by X122 X21Q in 1.
4. This follows from Lemma 1 (4 & 5 combined).
The reason is that dX112   dX12X122 X21 X12X
1
22 dX21. Hence we substitute

























































1. Using Theorem 1 we conclude from
dPX112QX112R  P dX11QX112RPX112Q dX11R
that the identity holds.
2. This is proved in the same way as Corollary 4 (2). The expression P X112QX112R
is split into PX112 QX112R and  PX112QX112R. We then make the following
substitutions in Corollary 4 (2): (i) P remains P, Q becomes QX112R and (ii) P
becomes QX112P, Q becomes R.
This yields the result.
3. This is proved in the same way as Corollary 4 (3). We make the same substitutions
as previously.
4. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4 (4).



































































































i j Im1  


















Immediate from Lemma 6.
 
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